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T
he development of wet-chemistry
synthetic routes for the fabrication
of high-quality lead chalcogenide

(PbS, PbSe, and PbTe) nanocrystals (NCs)1�6

created an opportunity for exploitation of
these materials in practical applications
where the tunability of electronic proper-
ties in the near-infrared (NIR) region of the
optical spectrum is of particular importance.
Recent demonstrations of amplified sponta-
neous emission7 and electroluminescence8,9

as well as the development of solution-
processable field effect transistors10 and so-
lar cells11�14 using lead chalcogenide NCs
have shown that these materials have great
potential to enable new or enhance exist-
ing technologies. One potential obstacle to
broad application of lead chalcogenide NCs
is their limited chemical and photochemi-
cal stability. For example, observation of
amplified spontaneous emission from PbSe
NCs typically requires incorporation of the
NCs into a sol�gel matrix to protect them
from photodegradation.7 In studies of PbSe
NC-based field effect transistors and solar
cells it was shown that under ambient con-
ditions the semiconducting NC films rapidly
degrade into highly conductive p-type sol-
ids, which is detrimental to the performance
of the devices.10,15

Recent optical and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) studies of air-exposed
PbS and PbSe NC films provided convinc-
ing evidence that under aerobic conditions
the dominant degradation mechanism is
surface oxidation of the NCs by atmospheric
O2.15�19 Dramatic spectral shifts observed
in steady state absorption and photolumi-
nescence (PL) revealed that surface oxida-
tion induces significant changes in the elec-
tronic structure of the NCs, related primarily

to the reduction in their size.16,17 While the
origins of the spectral shifts in the air-
exposed films are now understood, a sys-
tematic study of PbSe NCs in air-exposed
solutions has been lacking, and the effects
of air exposure on carrier relaxation pro-
cesses in NCs are still largely unexplored.

Understanding carrier relaxation pro-
cesses in NCs is essential for a number of
potential applications. For example, optical
amplification in NCs depends strongly on
the efficiency of nonradiative relaxation
processes, such as Auger recombination
and surface trapping.7,20,21 The ability to
control relaxation pathways in NCs is also
critical for photovoltaic applications. One
process that has been extensively studied
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ABSTRACT Effects of air exposure on surface properties, electronic structure, and carrier relaxation dynamics

in colloidal PbSe nanocrystals (NCs) were studied using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, transmission electron

microscopy, and steady-state and time-resolved photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopies. We show that exposure

of NC hexane solutions to air under ambient conditions leads to rapid oxidation of NCs such that up to 50% of their

volume is transformed into PbO, SeO2, or PbSeO3 within 24 h. The oxidation is a thermally activated process,

spontaneous at room temperature. The oxidation-induced reduction in the size of the PbSe “core” increases

quantum confinement, causing shifts of the PL band and the absorption onset to higher energies. The exposure

of NC solutions to air also causes rapid (within minutes) quenching of PL intensity followed by slow (within hours)

recovery during which the PL quantum yield can reach values exceeding those observed prior to the air exposure.

The short-term PL quenching is attributed to enhanced carrier trapping induced by adsorption of oxygen onto

the NC surface, while the PL recovery at longer times is predominantly due to reduction in the efficiency of the

“intrinsic” nonradiative interband recombination caused by the increase of the band gap in oxidized NCs. Although

the analysis of subnanosecond relaxation dynamics in air-exposed NCs is complicated by a significant enhancement

in fast carrier trapping, our picosecond PL measurements suggest that air exposure likely has only a weak effect

on Auger recombination and also does not significantly affect the efficiency of carrier multiplication. We also show

that the effects of air exposure are partially suppressed in PbSe/CdSe core/shell structures.

KEYWORDS: PbSe · nanocrystals · quantum dots · photochemistry · Auger
recombination · carrier multiplication · multiexciton generation
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in this context is carrier multiplication (CM), whereby
multiple excitons are generated following absorption
of a single photon.22�27 Successful exploitation of CM in
practical technologies is strongly dependent on our
ability to eliminate or minimize competing relaxation
processes.28 In recent theoretical29 and experimental30,31

studies it was suggested that changes in the surface
properties of NCs have a pronounced effect on the rate
of nonradiative relaxation and can also potentially af-
fect the efficiency of the CM process.

In the present work, we analyze the effect of air ex-
posure on surface chemical composition, optical prop-
erties, and carrier relaxation dynamics in PbSe NCs sus-
pended in hexane. Our studies of carrier relaxation
dynamics on microsecond and subnanosecond time
scales reveal that dramatic variations in the PL quan-
tum yield (QY), observed following air exposure, can be
explained in terms of changes in the efficiencies of
two relaxation processes: carrier surface trapping and
“intrinsic” nonradiative interband recombination con-
trolled by the width of the NC band gap. Enhancement
of surface trapping in air-exposed NCs can lead to diffi-
culties in the accurate determination of Auger recombi-
nation rates and overestimations of CM efficiencies.
However, after accounting for enhanced carrier trap-
ping and oxidation-induced reduction in the NC core
size, we demonstrate that the dramatic changes in the
surface properties of oxidized NCs have only a weak ef-
fect on Auger decay and do not significantly affect the
efficiency of CM. Finally, we show that the effects of air
exposure can be reduced (but not completely elimi-
nated) if PbSe NCs are protected by a thin shell of CdSe
produced via an ion exchange process.6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of Air Exposure on Absorption and Steady-State PL

Spectra. In previous studies of PbSe and PbS NC films16,17

it was shown that exposure of NC films to air at ambi-
ent conditions leads to dramatic changes in their ab-
sorption and PL spectra. Differences in the PL spectra
of freshly prepared air-exposed tetrachloroethylene so-
lution of PbSe NCs and the same solution stored for
1�2 months were also reported.16,17 To quantitatively
understand the effect of air exposure on electronic
properties of PbSe NCs in solution, we monitored short
and long-term changes in absorption and PL spectra
for a series of samples of various NC sizes prepared as
hexane solutions and stored under air-free (argon at-
mosphere, sealed cuvettes) and air-exposed (atmo-
spheric pressure, open cuvettes) conditions.

Figure 1 shows changes in the absorption and PL
spectra observed for PbSe NCs with initial energy gap
Eg � 0.61 eV (particle diameter d � 7.6 nm)32 during ex-
posure to air. Within minutes, a significant blue shift
and broadening of the absorption features and the PL
band were observed. After 24 h, the PL band shifted by
�160 meV to higher energies and the band full-width

at half-maximum (fwhm) increased from 61 to 86 meV.
The rate of the shift of the mean PL band energy (�E� �

�EI(E) dE/�I(E) dE), where I(E) is PL intensity at energy
E), gradually slowed from an initial value of �30 meV
per hour to less than 0.2 meV per hour after 100 h.

A summary of the observed changes in the mean PL
band energy for a series of NCs of various sizes, under
air-free and air-exposed conditions and room-light illu-
mination is shown in Figure 2 panels a and b, respec-
tively. Also included are the data for PbSe/CdSe core/
shell structures (sample D). Under air-free conditions
and ambient irradiation (Figure 2a), the mean PL band
energy remained constant for all studied samples for
more than a month. In contrast, all air-exposed samples
except for core/shell NCs showed a continuous blue
shift of the PL band, which became apparent within the
first few minutes of air exposure (Figure 2b). In all cases,
the PL band continuously shifted for the entire dura-
tion of the experiment, which lasted 6 weeks. While we
have not observed systematic variations in the dynam-
ics or magnitude of the shifts with NC size, we have no-
ticed sensitivity to slight variations in the synthetic pro-
cedure. For example, for two batches of PbSe NCs with
Eg � 0.61 eV (d � 7.6 nm) prepared following a nomi-
nally identical procedure, we observed differences in
the rate of the PL band shift of about a factor of 4. When
comparing sensitivity to light exposure, we have not
seen any apparent differences between NCs stored

Figure 1. (a) Evolution of absorption spectra of PbSe NCs
(initial gap Eg � 0.61 eV) dissolved in hexane upon expo-
sure to air at room temperature. The NC solution was kept
in the dark between measurements. The thin sections of the
traces are interpolations in regions where the spectrum
was distorted by solvent. (b) Evolution of PL spectra for the
same sample. The excitation photon energy is 1.54 eV.
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under ambient light or in the dark (sample C(dark) in

Figure 2b). Interestingly, the PL band shift slowed sig-

nificantly at reduced temperatures (see sample C(fr) in

Figure 2b, stored at temperature �35 °C).

We also monitored changes in the PL QY induced

by air exposure (Figure 2c,d). The PL QY of NCs was

measured against the IR emitting organic dye, IR26 (Ex-

citon), in 1,2-dichloroethane as a reference, assuming

that the dye emission efficiency was 0.50%.33,34 The re-

sults summarized in Figure 2c (same samples as in Fig-

ure 2a) show that the PL QY of air-free samples re-

mained constant for the duration of the experiment.

We have also noticed that with the exception of the

core/shell structures, the PL QY of air-free samples

showed a systematic decrease with decreasing Eg (in-

creasing NC size). During air exposure (Figure 2d, same

samples as in Figure 2b), the PL QY dropped rapidly for

all PbSe samples, and in some cases the PL was com-

pletely quenched. However, after the initial drop, the PL

typically recovered within the next few hours, and the

QY eventually exceeded the value observed prior to air-

exposure. After several days to weeks (depending on

sample) the PL gradually decreased again and in some

cases disappeared irrecoverably. The storage of samples

in the dark did not have a significant effect on the rate

of PL recovery (see samples C and C(dark) in Figure 2d).

However, when NCs were stored in a freezer (tempera-

ture �35 °C), the rate of PL recovery was significantly

slower (C(fr), Figure 2d).

It is important to note that the rate and the magni-

tude of PL QY variations during air exposure were sen-

sitive to small changes in the synthetic procedure. For

example, if the heating of the reaction mixture prior to

the injection of trioctylphosphine selenium (TOPSe) was

done under static argon atmosphere rather than un-

der continuous argon flow (see Methods) or the di-i-

butylphosphine was added to the cold reaction mix-

ture after the reaction step involving the argon flow was

complete, the exposure to air of the produced NCs re-

sulted in an irrecoverable loss of PL on a time scale of

Figure 2. (a) Variations in the PL band energy measured as a function of time for three sizes of PbSe NCs (A�C) and PbSe/
CdSe core/shell NCs (D) in hexane, stored under argon in sealed cuvettes at room temperature and under ambient light. (b)
Variations in the PL band energy for the same series of samples during exposure to air. Also included are the data for sample
C stored in the dark at room temperature (labeled “dark”) and at �35 °C (labeled “fr”). (c) Variations in the PL quantum
yields for the same series of samples as in panel a. (d) Variations in the PL quantum yields for the samples shown in panel
b. Because of the uncertainty in the error associated with the PL QY of the reference dye IR26, the PL QYs are shown as rela-
tive values, normalized with respect to the initial PL QY of sample A under air-free conditions (this sample shows a PL QY
of �100% relative to IR26). (e) Comparison of the absorption spectra of the NCs with Eg � 0.61 eV under air-free conditions
(C(af)) and after exposure to air for �24 h (C(exp)) with the absorption spectrum of independently prepared NCs with Eg �
0.77 eV and measured under air-free conditions (B(af)). The thin line segments of the traces indicate regions where the ab-
sorption of the NCs is distorted by the absorption features of the solvent. (f) The PL spectra for the same series of samples as
in panel e.
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several hours. We attribute this effect to a difference in
the amounts of volatile di-i-butylphosphine which is
present in the reaction mixture at the point of the
TOPSe injection in the case of static inert atmosphere
versus the situation of the continuous argon flow. We
hypothesize that a small amount of di-i-butylphosphine
either affects the surface chemical composition of the
NCs (i.e., Pb/Se ratio)35 or, as a surface ligand, directly in-
terferes with the surface oxidation process, signifi-
cantly enhancing the efficiency of carrier trapping. The
interplay between different factors that affect PL QY is
discussed later in this section.

In Figure 2e,f, we compare the PL and absorption
spectra of the air-exposed NCs with those of the NCs
of the same energy gap but prepared and stored un-
der argon atmosphere. This comparison shows that,
while the spectral features of the two samples are simi-
lar, the peaks are noticeably broader for the air-exposed
sample, suggesting larger NC size dispersion.

Our observation of air-exposure-induced PL quench-
ing on a time scale of less than a few hours is consis-
tent with previous reports of rapid PL quenching of air-
exposed PbS and PbSe NC films on glass or Si
substrates.16,17 These earlier studies demonstrated that
the initial fast drop in the PL intensity is not due to at-
mospheric water vapor but rather is caused by revers-
ible physisorption of O2 onto the NC surface. While the
exact mechanism of PL quenching was not identified, it
was suggested that it was either due to a direct interac-
tion of a photogenerated exciton with surface ad-
sorbed O2 or due to an O2-induced modification of the
NC surface properties, such as surface charging.17

To test the reversibility of PL quenching in our PbSe
NC solutions, we purged the samples briefly exposed
to air with argon gas. We found that even if the PL is ini-
tially completely quenched, it could be almost fully re-
covered in the purged samples. No shift of the PL band
was observed before or after purging. On the basis of
this result, we conclude that the initial drop in PL QY ob-
served in the PbSe NC solutions is due to the same O2

surface adsorption process as the one previously ob-
served in NC films.16,17 The difference in the rate of PL
QY drop is possibly due to a significant difference in
mole fractions of O2 in air and n-hexane (at 298 K, xair

O2

� 0.21, xn-hexane
O2 � 2.0 � 10�3).36,37

To gain further insights into the mechanism of the
short-term PL quenching, we monitored the evolution
of the nanosecond PL dynamics of the NCs with Eg �

0.81 eV (d � 5.0 nm) for the first 4 h of air exposure. The
results are summarized in Figure 3a. Over the studied
period, we observed a drop of �50% in the overall PL
intensity obtained by integrating the area under the
nanosecond PL dynamics trace (consistent with the
drop in PL QY), but no apparent change in the relax-
ation dynamics could be detected within the temporal
resolution of �1 ns used in these measurements. All de-
cays could be fit to a single-exponential relaxation func-

tion, yielding a similar lifetime of �200 ns. This result in-

dicates that the adsorption of O2 onto the PbSe NC

surfaces leads to quenching of excitons on subnanosec-

ond time scales, unresolvable in this experiment. Our at-

tempt to study the PL relaxation with subnanosecond

time resolution using PL upconversion (uPL) was unsuc-

cessful because of the long acquisition times (	12 h)

typically required to achieve a sufficiently high signal-

to-noise ratio in these measurements. However, as dis-

cussed in later sections, in samples exposed to air for

�24 h we were able to detect a new relaxation chan-

nel with a time constant of �100 ps that we tentatively

attribute to the presence of O2 adsorbed on NC

surfaces.

The recovery of the PL intensity observed for NC so-

lutions on a time scale of a few hours (Figure 2d) is in

contrast to previous observations of an irrecoverable

loss of PL in PbS films.16 Stouwdam et al.17 suggested

that in small PbS NCs (Eg � 1.2�1.3 eV) this effect is due

to efficient quenching of NC excitons by a highly reac-

tive singlet O2 (a1
g) state with an energy of �0.98 eV.

This process is not expected to be efficient for the larger

PbSe NCs studied here (Eg � 0.61�0.81 eV). On the

other hand, it is interesting to note that for the small-

est NCs (sample A), with initial Eg � 0.81 eV, we ob-

served a dramatic drop in the PL QY in the air-exposed

sample when the NC energy gap shifted to 0.97�0.98

Figure 3. (a) Changes in the nanosecond PL relaxation dy-
namics for NCs with Eg � 0.81 eV monitored at the PL peak
during the first 4 h of air exposure. (b) PL dynamics for NCs
with initial Eg � 0.61 eV recorded after �24 h of air exposure
resulting in a PL peak of 0.77 eV (C(exp)) and independently
prepared NCs with Eg � 0.77 eV stored and measured un-
der air-free conditions (B(af)) (these two samples show
nearly overlapping traces) and after �500 h of air exposure
monitored at the PL peak at 0.90 eV (B(exp)). Also shown is
the PL dynamics of independently prepared NCs with Eg �
1.0 eV stored and measured under air-free conditions (E(af)).
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eV (see Figure 2b,d). This observation is consistent with
the mechanism proposed in ref 17.

One important observation is that the beginning of
the PL QY recovery correlates with the onset of the blue
shift of the PL and the absorption spectra, indicating
that these changes may relate to the changes in the
band gap of the air-exposed NCs. This assessment is
supported by studies of nanosecond PL dynamics for
series of air-free and air-exposed samples (Figure 3b).
Interestingly, the relaxation dynamics of the air-free
sample (labeled B(af); NC Eg � 0.77 eV) and the air-
exposed sample with the same energy gap (labeled
C(exp) and obtained by �24 h of air exposure of the
NCs with an initial energy gap of 0.61 eV) are nearly
identical with an exciton lifetime (�) of �75 ns. This sug-
gests that on nanosecond time scale the exciton recom-
bination dynamics is insensitive to the changes in NC
surface properties induced by air exposure, but is con-
trolled primarily by the width of the energy gap (or size)
of the PbSe NCs. Another interesting observation is
that when the air-free sample, B(af), is exposed to air
for �500 h (B(exp)) the exciton lifetime increases by ap-
proximately a factor of 3 to �246 ns, which is accompa-
nied by a shift in the PL band from 0.77 to 0.90 eV and
QY increase from �35% to �62%. Assuming a direct
correlation between the energy gap and the exciton
lifetime, one would expect a further increase in � with
increasing Eg. Indeed, we observed an even longer exci-
ton lifetime (� � 341 ns) for NCs with Eg � 1.0 eV (E(af)
in Figure 3b) prepared under air-free conditions. This re-
sult is consistent with recent observations of the size-
dependence of exciton lifetimes in PbSe38,39 and PbS39,40

NCs. All of these results suggest that the increase in PL
QY observed in air-exposed samples on time scales of
several hours (Figure 2d), can be at least in part attrib-
uted to the dependence of the recombination dynam-
ics on NC size.

The exciton decay is due to both radiative (decay
rate kr) and nonradiative processes (decay rate knr). The
nonradiative losses can be further separated into ones
due to surface trapping (rate kt) and those due to “in-
trinsic” radiationless interband recombination (rate ki):
knr � kt � ki. Taking into account all of these recombi-
nation pathways, the exciton lifetime, �, and PL QY can
be expressed as 1/� � kr � kt � ki, and QY � kr/(kr � kt �

ki), respectively.
Within the particle-in-a-box model, the radiative de-

cay rate does not significantly vary with NC size and is
primarily determined by the bulk-semiconductor emis-
sion dipole corrected for dielectric screening effects.41

Therefore, the observed increase in the exciton lifetime
and a complementary growth of PL QY are likely associ-
ated with changes in the rates of nonradiative pro-
cesses. As discussed above for the case of surface-
adsorbed oxygen and also indicated by ultrafast PL
studies discussed below, carrier trapping at surface de-
fects formed as a result of surface oxidation is character-

ized by fast subnanosecond dynamics. These dynamics
are unresolved in the above measurements, which have
�1 ns resolution. In contrast, as suggested by the simi-
larity of dynamics for air-free and air-exposed samples
with the same gap show in Figure 3, the observed
modification in PL dynamics that involves the submicro-
second time scale are most likely indicative of changes
in “intrinsic” nonradiative decay channels characterized
by the rate ki.

A recent study of carrier cooling dynamics in PbSe
NCs discussed the role of intrinsic phonon-related pro-
cesses in intraband carrier relaxation.42 Specifically, mul-
tiphonon emission mediated by nonadiabatic
electron�phonon interactions was invoked to explain
the size-dependence of the measured intraband energy
losses.42 We hypothesize that a similar multiphonon
nonradiative decay process contributes to interband ex-
citon recombination. The efficiency of multiphonon
transitions is expected to rapidly decrease with increas-
ing Eg,43 which may explain the increase in the exciton
lifetimes accompanied by the growth of PL QY ob-
served during the increase in the NC energy gap associ-
ated with oxidation of the NCs (Figures 2b,d). Mul-
tiphonon emission underlies the effect known as the
“energy gap law”,44 well-known for molecular systems
where it is used to explain the decrease in the rate of
nonradiative relaxation with increasing energy gap. A
similar mechanism has been used to explain nonradia-
tive recombination involving defect states in solids.45

To summarize, the effect of surface oxidation on car-
rier dynamics is 2-fold. The oxidation-induced forma-
tion of surface defects leads to increased nonradiative
losses due to enhanced surface trapping. On the other
hand, the widening of the energy gap as a result of the
decreasing size of the PbSe core leads to suppression
of the “intrinsic” nonradiative recombination that we
tentatively assign to multiphonon interband transitions.
The outcome of these two competing trends likely de-
pends on the exact composition of the NC interface and
may differ from sample to sample depending on varia-
tions (possibly uncontrolled) in synthetic procedures. In
the case of samples in Figure 2, the suppression of “in-
trinsic” nonradiative recombination due to increasing Eg

dominates over additional carrier losses induced by en-
hanced surface trapping. Therefore, the net effect of
surface oxidation is an increase in the PL QY. However,
in some of the samples (e.g., those fabricated using
heating under static argon atmosphere; see above),
the long-term PL recovery is not observed indicating
the overwhelming role of additional relaxation path-
ways associated with surface defects formed as a re-
sult of NC oxidation.

Effects of Air Exposure on NC Surface Composition and NC Size.
To understand the effect of air exposure on chemical
composition of the NCs, we performed comparative
XPS studies of air-free and air-exposed samples. Figure
4 summarizes the results of this study for NCs with
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initial energy gap Eg � 0.61 eV (d � 7.6 nm). The XPS
spectra of the air-exposed sample were collected fol-
lowing �390 h of air exposure. According to the opti-
cal studies (Figure 2b,d), the air-exposed sample had at
the time of the XPS measurement Eg � 0.84 eV and PL
QY of �100%.

The XPS spectrum in the range of 136 to 148 eV (Fig-
ure 4a) is dominated by two features at �138 and �143
eV that arise from the 4f5/2 and 4f7/2 spin�orbit coupled
doublet of Pb. An analysis of XPS spectra (Figure 4b,c)
indicates that the doublet cannot be satisfactorily mod-
eled in terms of a single Pb species and that at least
two types of Pb2� are present in the NCs. These differ-
ent chemical states are resolved through curve fitting.
We attribute the lower-energy feature in each band of
the doublet (137 and 142.5 eV) to the Pb2� ions in PbSe.
Because of a higher binding energy of Pb�O com-
pared to Pb�Se, the higher-energy features (138 and
143.5 eV) are assigned to Pb�O adducts in the form of
lead oleate, Pb(OOCR)2; lead oxide, PbO; lead hydroxide,
Pb(OH)2; or their combination. In the air-free sample,
we attribute the high-energy features to the surface
Pb2� ions bound to oleic acid. As evident from Figure
4 panels a and c, the high-energy feature is significantly

enhanced in the air-exposed sample indicating a signifi-
cantly higher amount of Pb�O adducts. A similar en-
hancement of Pb 4f features was previously observed
in air-exposed PbSe films and attributed to formation of
lead oxides or hydroxides.15

We have also observed clear signatures of selenium
oxidation in the air-exposed sample in the region of
the Se 3d core line at 50 to 62 eV. The spectrum in this
range is dominated by the signal of the Se2� 3d core
level at 54.6 eV, which is broadened due to the pres-
ence of two Se features, corresponding to 3d5/2 and
3d3/2 levels. While there is no apparent shape change
in the main feature, when comparing the air-free and
air-exposed samples, a new feature appears in the air-
exposed sample at �59 eV. The analysis of this feature
(Figure 4e,f) shows that it can be modeled by two bands
with separation identical to the splitting of the 3d5/2

and 3d3/2 components in the main band (�0.9 eV), with
a 6:4 ratio of the band intensities as expected accord-
ing to the states’ degeneracies. This indicates that the
new feature is associated with a different oxidation
state of Se, attributed to Se4�, most likely in the form
of SeO3

2� or SeO2. Our observations are consistent with
previous XPS studies of air-exposed bulk PbSe,46

chemical-bath-deposited PbSe films,47 previous syn-
chrotron photoelectron spectroscopy studies of PbSe
NCs,48 and more recent studies of 1,2 ethanedithiol-
treated PbSe NC films.15

In Figure 5, we compare TEM images of PbSe NCs
with initial energy gaps Eg � 0.61 eV and Eg � 0.77 eV
either stored under air-free conditions or air exposed in
hexane solution for �390 h. As apparent from these im-
ages and the histograms (shown as insets), air expo-
sure leads to a dramatic increase in NC size dispersion
and a decrease in the average PbSe core size. The re-
duction of the average size is especially dramatic for
larger NCs. For example, for particles with an initial di-
ameter of �7.6 nm, the average size decreased by al-
most 3 nm over �3 weeks of air exposure (Figure 5a,b).
Over the same period of time the PL blue-shifted by
�0.25 eV (0.61�0.86 eV), which correlates well with the
observed change in size.32 This reduction in NC size is
more significant than the previously reported �0.5 nm
change observed upon 2 months of air exposure of
PbSe NCs in CCl4.49 However, the NCs used in ref 49 (Eg

� 0.86 eV) are closer in size to the smaller NCs studied
here (Eg � 0.77 eV), for which the change in average di-
ameter was �1 nm (Figure 5c,d).50

The apparent increase in size dispersion in both
samples explains the observed broadening of spectral
features in absorption and PL spectra (Figure 2e,f). The
increase in polydispersity is likely a result of a nonuni-
form rate of NC oxidation. In addition, as was shown in
a recent nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) study by
Moreels et al.,49 surface oxidation of PbSe NCs can cause
a significant loss of surface Pb atoms and up to 30%
loss of surface ligands, which leads to significant

Figure 4. XPS analysis of PbSe NCs (Eg � 0.61 eV) stored under
air-free conditions and air exposed in hexane solution for 390 h
(Eg � 0.77 eV). Panels a and d show comparison of the raw data
in the Pb(4f) and in the Se(3d) regions. Panels b,c and e,f show
the results of the spectral curve fitting in the two regions show-
ing the relative contributions of chemical states due to various
metal components that are present at the surfaces of the NCs.
Binding energies of the various fit component peaks are re-
stricted to the known energies of the chemical states present.
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aggregation and precipitation of NCs. Consistent with
this report, in our TEM images of air-exposed samples,
we detected significant amounts of large particle aggre-
gates with sizes well above 20 nm, most likely respon-
sible for the observed precipitation. No precipitation or
aggregation was observed in the air-free samples.

Oxidation Chemistry of PbSe NCs. One important question
is that of the chemical composition of the PbSe oxida-
tion products. Thermodynamic considerations suggest
that under ambient conditions, the oxidation process
can proceed through a number of pathways as shown,
with compound oxides likely to dominate the product
mix.51

While comparison of equilibrium free energies for
processes (1) to (6) implies that PbSeO4 is thermody-
namically the most favorable product, experimental
studies of bulk PbSe oxidation have shown that the mix
of products formed on the semiconductor surface is
dominated by SeO2, PbO, and PbSeO3.46,51�53 This im-
plies that reaction 1 is kinetically inhibited at room tem-
perature. Our observations of a pronounced Se4� peak
and an increase in the amount of Pb�O adducts in the
XPS spectra of the air-exposed PbSe NCs strongly sug-
gest that the oxidation of the NCs in solution proceeds
in a way similar to bulk, most likely via a combination of
reactions 2 to 4.54 Because of the similarities in elec-
tron densities on Pb and Se atoms in simple oxides
(PbO, SeO2) and PbSeO3, the determination of the rela-
tive amounts of these oxides solely based on the XPS
data is difficult. However, in previous studies of CdSe
NCs it was shown that SeO2 formed as a result of air ex-
posure desorbs from NC surfaces under ambient condi-
tions.55 Assuming that SeO2 is equally prone to desorp-
tion on PbSe NC surfaces, our observation of a strong
Se4� signature in the XPS spectra of all studied PbSe
NCs suggests that at least a fraction of the NC surfaces
is in the form of the more stable compound oxide, Pb-
SeO3.

It is also interesting to note that the free energy of

processes (1) to (6) becomes more negative with de-

creasing temperature,51 which means that the efficiency

of oxidation should increase with decreasing tempera-

ture. This, however, is in contrast with our observations

(see Figure 2b,d), which clearly show that the rate of

NC oxidation is dramatically reduced for samples stored

at �35 °C. This result implies that oxidation is con-

trolled not by equilibrium thermodynamics but rather

by kinetic factors and involves a small activation barrier

(25 °C corresponds to �26 meV)

A quantitative comparison of the rate of oxidation

of bulk and NC forms of PbSe is possible by contrast-

ing results of previous X-ray diffraction studies of air-

exposed bulk PbSe (particles of 0.5�3 m diameter)51

and our studies of PL spectral shifts in NCs (Figure 2b).

Using this approach, we find that the rate of bulk PbSe

oxidation is significantly higher (50 vol % per �25 min)

than that of the air-exposed NCs in solution (50 vol %

per �16 h; for NCs in 5�8 nm range). We attribute this

difference in part to the lower concentration of O2 in

hexane compared to air and in part to a protective ef-

fect of the NC surface ligands. In NC films the rate of oxi-

dation is expected to be strongly dependent on the

film’s macroscopic properties (e.g., thickness, unifor-

mity, etc.), as these factors dictate the rate and the effi-

ciency of oxygen diffusion into the film. Another impor-

tant factor is the NC surface treatment, which can affect

the rate of oxygen adsorption as well as the oxidation

kinetics.

Figure 5. (a) TEM images of PbSe NCs with initial Eg � 0.61 eV stored
under air-free conditions. (b) The same NCs as in panel a but after
air exposure in hexane solution for 390 h. (c) PbSe NCs (initial Eg �
0.77 eV) stored under air-free conditions. (d) The same NCs as in
panel c after air exposure in hexane solution for 390 h. The insets
show the size-distribution histograms obtained from the TEM im-
ages of more than 100 NCs.

PbSe(s) + 2O2(g) f PbSeO4(s)

∆G298
0 ) -405 kJ/mol (1)

PbSe(s) + 3 / 2O2(g) f PbSeO3(s)

∆G298
0 ) -352 kJ/mol (2)

PbSe(s) + 3 / 2O2(g) f PbO(s) + SeO2(s)

∆G298
0 ) -262 kJ/mol (3)

PbSe(s) + 1 / 2O2(g) f PbO(s) + 1 / 2Se2(s)

∆G298
0 ) -201 kJ/mol (4)

PbSe(s) + O2(g) f Pb(s) + SeO2(s)

∆G298
0 ) -74 kJ/mol (5)

PbSe(s) + O2(g) f PbO(s) + SeO(g)

∆G298
0 ) -64 kJ/mol (6)
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Stouwdam et al.17 have attempted to stabilize PbSe

NCs with respect to oxidation by epitaxially growing

�1 nm shell of PbS onto the PbSe core. However, the

observed shifts and the drop in the PL signal upon air

exposure showed that the PbS shell does not effectively

protect the PbSe core from oxidation. For the PbSe/

CdSe core/shell structures prepared in this work by a

previously described ion-exchange approach6 (shell

thickness �1.2 nm), the absence of shifts in either the

absorption or PL spectra in the case of air-exposed

samples (Figure 2b) indicates that the CdSe shell pro-

vides significantly better protection of the PbSe core

from oxidation. However, the drop in the PL QY ob-

served following several days of air exposure (Figure

2d) indicates the emergence of a new relaxation chan-

nel. In the absence of detectable spectral shifts and

changes in submicrosecond dynamics, we attribute the

reduction in the PL intensity to the formation of trap

sites on the surface of the CdSe shell accessible by pho-

toexcited carriers in the PbSe core. Significant effects

of air exposure (or “aging”) on surface properties of

CdSe NCs and subnanosecond carrier relaxation dy-

namics were reported by several authors.55�59

Effect of Air Exposure on Auger Recombination and Carrier

Multiplication. In our studies we have also analyzed the

effect of air exposure on multiexciton Auger recombi-

nation as well as multiexciton generation from single

photons via CM. In addition to their fundamental inter-

est, these processes are important from a technological

perspective as Auger recombination controls the opti-

cal gain dynamics in NC lasing media,20 while CM has

been widely considered as a potential enabler of gen-

eration III photovoltaics.60

To address the question of how surface oxidation af-

fects the efficiency of Auger decay as well as the effi-

ciency of the CM process, in the present work we per-

formed a comparative study of carrier relaxation

dynamics in air-free and air-exposed NCs using ul-

trafast PL upconversion (uPL).61 The results are summa-

rized in Figure 6. The top two panels show PL relax-

ation dynamics of air-free (a) and air-exposed (b) NCs

following 1.54 eV excitation at various pump fluences.

While the energy gap at the time of study was the same

for both samples, Eg � 0.77 eV, the energy gap of the

sample in panel b prior to air exposure was Eg � 0.61 eV.

An increase in the magnitude and rate of relaxation

with pump fluence observed for both samples pro-

vides a clear signature of multiexciton recombination

via the Auger process. However, there is a notable dif-

ference in the relaxation dynamics observed at low

pump fluences. While the air-free NCs show “flat” dy-

namics, there is a �50% drop in the PL intensity ob-

served in the oxidized NCs within the first 600 ps. This

rapid drop in PL intensity is attributed to carrier trap-

ping at defect sites (traps) formed at the NC surface as

a result of oxygen adsorption and/or surface oxidation.

To evaluate the effect of oxidation on the efficiency
of the Auger process we compared the biexciton Au-
ger lifetimes (�2,AR) of the air-free and air-exposed
samples. Extracting the biexciton Auger recombination
rate in well passivated samples (i.e., samples showing
flat dynamics under low-fluence excitation with 1.5 eV
photons) is straightforward. The uPL traces can be fit to
a biexponential decay, in which the slower decay time
corresponds to the Auger relaxation of biexcitons and
the faster decay time (only observed at higher fluences)
corresponds to Auger relaxation of triexcitons. By simul-
taneously fitting decays recorded at all pump fluences
we obtain for the air-free samples �2,AR � 146 � 2 ps
and �3,AR � 23.4 � 0.2 ps for the sample with Eg � 0.61
eV, �2,AR � 75 � 1 ps and �3,AR � 13.2 � 0.2 ps (Eg � 0.77
eV; Figure 6a), and �2,AR � 55 � 1 ps and �3,AR � 9.0 �

0.2 ps (Eg � 0.925 eV) (details of the fits are provided in
the Supporting Information).

Extracting an accurate value of the biexciton Auger
recombination rate in samples displaying trapping is
more complicated because of the contributions to the
observed PL decay from excitons and multiexcitons
both with and without surface-trapped carriers as well
as the trapping process itself. An analysis explicitly in-
cluding all components potentially contributing to the
observed PL leads to a complex model with significant
uncertainties associated with the large number of pa-
rameters. To obtain an estimate of �2,AR and �3,AR, here
we use a simpler approach based on the analysis of the
components of triexponential fits to the experimental
decays. The results of the fits for Eg � 0.77 eV (Eg � 0.61
eV prior to air exposure; Figure 6b) and for Eg � 0.925
eV (Eg � 0.77 eV prior to air exposure) are summarized
in the Supporting Information. We make several simpli-
fying assumptions about the contributions of various
components to the individual time constants obtained
by the fits. The value of �1, distinctly different from the
time scales observed in air-free samples with the same
gap, is taken to be the time scale for trapping, while �3 is
assumed to be dominated by the Auger relaxation of
triexcitons, which decay much more rapidly than biex-
citons. The intermediate decay time, �2, then has contri-
butions from Auger recombination of biexcitons with
and without surface trapped carriers and single excitons
with surface trapped carriers. In the limit that the trap-
ping rate is significantly slower than the rate of Auger
recombination (i.e., �3,AR � �2,AR �� �trap) or that only a
small fraction of nanocrystals undergo trapping, �2 rep-
resents an estimate for �2,AR. A more accurate estimate
is possible if we recognize that the decay of neutral
biexcitons and triexcitons that can undergo trapping
can be described by the compound decay rates of
2/�trap � 1/�2,AR and 3/�trap � 1/�3,AR, respectively. This
yields an approximation for the Auger decay time of
biexcitons that can undergo trapping of

τ2,AR ≈ 1/(1/τ2 - 2/τtrap) ) 1/(1/τ2 - 2/τ1)
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Since the uPL data shown in the main panel of Figure

6b imply that only a fraction, ftrap, of the air-exposed

nanocrystals undergo trapping, we estimate the neu-

tral multiexciton Auger recombination rates by 1/�2,AR

� 1/�2 � ftrap2/�trap and 1/�3,AR � 1/�3 � ftrap3/�trap. Us-

ing this approximation we obtain �2,AR � 62 � 6 ps and

�3,AR � 11 � 1 ps (Eg � 0.77 eV) and �2,AR � 34 � 6 ps

and �3,AR � 6.6 � 3.3 ps (Eg � 0.925 eV). The results of

this analysis, summarized for �2,AR in the inset of Figure

6b, suggest that the effect of surface oxidation on Au-

ger recombination is weak as indicated by only moder-

ate changes of �2,AR (reduced by ca. 10�50%) in the air-

exposed samples compared to the values for the air-

free samples with the same energy gap.

The bottom two panels in Figure 6 show the results

of our studies of PL dynamics for both air-free (c) and

air-exposed (d) NCs following 3.08 eV excitation. For

both samples, the data clearly show fast relaxation dy-

namics, indicative of generation of multiexcitons, even

at pump fluences corresponding to a number of ab-

sorbed photons per NC per pulse of significantly less

than one (�Nabs� �� 1). In several previous studies we22

and others23�27 have shown that this observation is due

to multiexciton generation via CM. In this process, the

excess energy of an electron or a hole created by ab-

sorption of a high-energy photon is transferred to a

valence-band electron resulting in formation of a sec-

ond electron�hole pair. An accurate determination of

the quantum efficiency (QE) of the photon-to-exciton

conversion is of great importance because of the poten-

tial of CM to enhance the performance of NC-based

photovoltaics.62,63

In the original report of the effect in PbSe NCs22 it

was shown that dynamic signatures of multiexcitons in

the transient absorbance (TA) signal can be effectively

used to determine the QE in NCs. More recently,28 it was

Figure 6. Time-resolved ultrafast photoluminescence (uPL) studies of NCs with Eg � 0.77 eV. (a) uPL traces for freshly pre-
pared NCs stored and measured under air-free conditions in vigorously stirred hexane solution. The traces recorded for dif-
ferent pump intensities (indicated in the figure) are normalized at long time (	500 ps) after excitation; the excitation energy
is 1.54 eV. (b) uPL dynamics for NCs with initial Eg � 0.61 eV after �24 h exposure to air (orange traces). The red trace is a low-
pump-fluence trace for the sample shown in panel a. The excitation energy is 1.54 eV. Inset: biexciton Auger rates ex-
tracted from traces in panels a and b and other NC sizes as a function of estimated NC volume. Arrows indicate the air-
exposure-induced shift in NC core volume from the corresponding air-free sample. (c) Same as panel a except the excitation
used is 3.08 eV. The magenta trace shows dynamics recorded in static solution. Inset: the ratio of the short- to long-time sig-
nals (A/B) as a function of �Nabs� (symbols) for 1.54 eV (red circles) and 3.08 eV (blue squares) excitation. The magenta squares
are ratios obtained for dynamics measured in a static solution. The curves are linear fits to low- and moderate-fluence data.
(d) Same as in panel c for a stirred solution of the sample with initial Eg � 0.61 eV after �24 h exposure to air (cyan traces)
and for the same sample measured in a static solution (magenta trace) and low-pump-fluence dynamics of the sample from
panel c (blue trace). Inset: the ratio of the short- to long-time signals (A/B) as a function of �Nabs� (symbols) for 1.54 eV (or-
ange circles) and 3.08 eV (cyan squares) excitation. The magenta square is a ratio obtained for dynamics measured in static
solution. The lines are linear fits to the experimental data. Close agreement in A/B ratios for static and stirred samples indi-
cates very low levels of persistent photoinduced charging in the static samples.
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demonstrated that, after proper accounting for carrier

thermalization, the analysis of ratios of early-to-late sig-

nal intensities (A/B) in TA and PL yields consistent val-

ues of QE. Using the approach developed in ref 28 and

data in Figure 6c, we calculate the QE for the air-free

sample to be QE(%) � 100(2 � A/B))/3 � 125 � 5%,

which corresponds to a biexciton yield of �xx � 25% �

5%. The analysis is more complicated in the case of air-

exposed, oxidized samples where significant carrier

trapping has a pronounced effect on the ratio of early-

to-late PL intensities. As shown in the inset of Figure 6d,

for a pump energy of 1.54 eV (�� � 2.0Eg), even at flu-

ences significantly lower than those needed to gener-

ate multiexcitons directly by multiphoton absorption,

the ratio of early-to-late signal intensities is significantly

larger than one (A/B � 1.9 � 0.1). Since carrier trap-

ping is likely to have a similar effect on the data ob-

tained with 3.08 eV pump, the equation used above to

determine the CM QE in air-free samples will yield in-

flated apparent QEs. However, if the efficiency and dy-

namics of carrier trapping are assumed to be indepen-

dent of the pump energy, it is possible to correct for the

effect of trapping by utilizing low-pump-energy data

and a modified expression for photon-to-exciton con-

version efficiency; QE(%) � 100(2 � (A/B)3.08/(A/B)1.54).64

Using this expression, for the air-exposed NCs we ob-

tain QE � 119 � 11% (�xx � 19% � 5%). This value is

within the experimental error of the QE determined for

the air-free sample. Our analysis of PL dynamics thus

shows that the efficiency of the CM process is not sig-

nificantly affected by the dramatic changes in surface

properties of PbSe NCs induced by their exposure to air.

Model of PbSe NC Surface Oxidation. Using the results pre-

sented in the previous sections we propose the follow-

ing model for describing the effect of surface oxidation

on the optical properties of PbSe NCs (see Scheme I).

During the initial stage of air exposure, rapid adsorp-

tion of oxygen onto the NC surface creates carrier sur-

face traps that are responsible for the observed increase

in the rate of PL relaxation and reduction in the PL QY.

Following oxygen adsorption, thermal oxidation of

PbSe is initiated, whereby surface Pb and Se atoms are

converted into their respective oxides, PbO, SeO2, or Pb-
SeO3. While SeO2 is likely to desorb, at least a fraction
of PbO and PbSeO3 remains on the NC surface and can
potentially form a thin shell around the PbSe core. Ac-
cording to results in ref 49 the oxidation is accompanied
by irreversible loss of a fraction of Pb and oleic acid
from the NC surface, which is likely the cause of NC ag-
gregation. Based on ref 65 the band gap of PbSeO3 is
�1.6 eV, which is much greater than the band gap of
the PbSe core. The formation of the oxide could there-
fore be expected to have a passivating effect, reducing
the efficiency of surface carrier trapping. However, re-
sults of our ultrafast PL studies clearly show enhanced
nonradiative carrier trapping in oxidized NCs. Thus,
while the surface oxidation of NCs provides partial pro-
tection from further degradation (as suggested by the
reduction in oxidation rate over time), it also leads to
formation of new surface defects that serve as efficient
carrier traps. The formation of surface oxides and a par-
tial loss of near-surface Se and Pb atoms are also re-
sponsible for the reduction of the effective NC core size
and a corresponding increase in the energy gap. This
is detected experimentally as a blue shift of the PL band
and the spectral onset of absorption. In addition, the in-
crease in Eg leads to reduction in the efficiency of “in-
trinsic” nonradiative recombination, which we identify
as the main reason for the experimentally observed in-
crease in the exciton lifetime (Figure 3b) and the recov-
ery of the PL QY (Figure 2d). This model implies that
the rate and the magnitude of the PL recovery depend
on the rate and efficiency of two competing processes:
enhancement of nonradiative surface carrier trapping,
which reduces PL QY, and suppression of “intrinsic”
nonradiative recombination, which enhances PL QY. In
the case where the latter effect is dominant, the PL re-
covery is observed as a result of NC oxidation. In the
case of a predominant role of additional carrier losses
due to formation of new surface traps, the PL is irrecov-
erably quenched. The relative efficiency of the two pro-
cesses is likely to be dictated by factors such as surface
chemical composition (e.g., Pb/Se ratio) and/or the
quality and the type of surface passivation. These fac-
tors are expected to vary with the details of the NC syn-
thesis and purification procedures.

CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that exposure of PbSe NCs in hex-

ane solution to air at ambient conditions leads to rapid
oxidation of PbSe, whereby PbO, SeO2, and/or PbSeO3

are formed on the NC surface. This process does not re-
quire activation by light absorption as it is thermally in-
duced and spontaneous at room temperature. Oxida-
tion reduces the size of the NCs (in some cases by more
than �50% of the volume) and increases their size dis-
persion, which leads to blue shifts and broadening of
both the PL spectrum and the band-edge absorption
feature. The short-term (minutes) drop in the PL QY,

Scheme I. Effect of air exposure on surface composition and
electronic and optical properties of PbSe NCs.
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detected in all samples immediately upon air expo-
sure, is attributed to enhanced nonradiative carrier trap-
ping induced by adsorption of oxygen onto the sur-
faces of NCs. Long-term (hours) recovery of the PL QY
is attributed to a reduction in the rate of “intrinsic” non-
radiative interband recombination caused by the in-
crease in the energy gap in oxidized NCs. In samples in
which the suppression of “intrinsic” nonradiative re-
combination is overwhelmed by the increase in nonra-
diative carrier losses due to trapping at surface defects,
long-term PL recovery is not observed. A thin shell of
CdSe formed on PbSe NCs via an ion exchange process
provides good protection of the PbSe core from oxida-
tion but does not completely isolate the carriers from
defects formed on the surface of the shell as a result of
long-term air exposure.

Studies of carrier relaxation dynamics have shown
that the time scale for nonradiative carrier trapping as-
sociated with adsorption of oxygen and/or surface oxi-
dation of NCs is comparable with Auger recombination
and that the inherent dynamics of the Auger process
is only weakly affected by the surface oxidation. Specif-
ically, the Auger decay times following air exposure
are changed only moderately (shortened by ca.
10�50%) compared to “air-free” NCs with the same en-
ergy gap. We also demonstrated that if the effect of car-

rier trapping observed in air exposed samples is not ex-

plicitly accounted for, the analysis of early-to-late time

PL intensities leads to overestimation of CM efficiencies.

Using a modified analysis, which corrects for the effect

of trapping, we have shown that the dramatic changes

in surface properties of PbSe NCs following air exposure

and the development of competitive relaxation chan-

nels do not significantly affect the efficiency of the CM

process.

While CM is not significantly affected by the expo-

sure of NCs to air, the air-exposure-induced formation

of new nonradiative relaxation channels is detrimental

to application of PbSe NCs in light-emitting and lasing

devices. The enhanced carrier relaxation and formation

of oxides on the surfaces of NCs are also likely to serve

as an impediment to efficient carrier extraction from

photoexcited NCs, which is critical to solar energy con-

version applications. Therefore, incorporation of PbSe

NCs into practical lighting or solar energy conversion

devices will likely require either use of strictly anaero-

bic conditions or development of approaches where

the NCs are protected from the effects of air exposure

by chemical means (e.g., the core/shell approach stud-

ied here) or by incorporation of the NCs into protective

matrices.

METHODS
Chemicals. Lead(II) oxide (PbO, Alfa Aesar, 99.9995%), trio-

ctylphosphine (TOP, Strem, 97%), di-i-butylphosphine [(i-Bu)2PH,
Strem, 98�%], selenium shot (Alfa Aesar, 99.999%), phenyl ether
(Acros, 99%), anhydrous ethanol, hexane, and toluene were used
without additional purification. A 2 M trioctylphosphine sele-
nium (TOPSe) stock solution was prepared by heating an appro-
priate amount of TOP and selenium shot to 120 °C and stirring
until dissolved. All syntheses were conducted under argon atmo-
sphere by standard Schlenk or glovebox techniques.

Synthesis of 2.0 �m-Emitting PbSe NCs. The procedure used for
the preparation of PbSe NCs is based on published high-
chemical-yield methods5 modified to completely avoid air expo-
sure. A 0.2 g portion (0.9 mmol) of PbO, 1 mL (3 mmol) of oleic
acid, 0.05 mL (0.3 mmol) of di-i-butylphosphine, 2 mL of phenyl
ether, and 3 mL of TOP were loaded into a vial sealed with a sili-
cone septum in a glovebox. The mixture was heated to 150 °C
for 1.5 h under Ar flow delivered by a needle through the sep-
tum. After cooling, the vial was opened within a glovebox, and
heated to 190 °C on a hot plate. Subsequently, 1.4 mL of 2 M so-
lution of TOPSe in TOP was rapidly injected. The reaction was
quenched after 10 s by immersing the vial in a larger beaker con-
taining cold toluene while slowly adding �8 mL hexane to the
vial until rapid boiling stops. Then the NCs were precipitated by
the addition of ethanol (ca. 7�10 mL). After the NC solids were
collected by centrifugation and decanting, they were redis-
persed in hexane for further studies.

Synthesis of PbSe NCs of other sizes was accomplished by
slight modifications of the above procedure. Smaller NCs were
prepared using lower injection temperatures, shorter reaction
times, and larger amounts of di-i-butylphosphine; larger dots
were prepared by using higher injection temperatures and
longer reaction times.

Synthesis of PbSe/CdSe NCs. PbSe NCs were prepared as de-
scribed above and dispersed in toluene solution in a glovebox.
Shell growth by cation exchange was then performed as de-
scribed in a previous report,6 with the slight refinement that an-

hydrous, degassed solvents were used during isolation of the
NC solids, and redispersion and further handling were carried
out in a glovebox.

Sample Treatment. Following synthesis, the NCs were stored in
hexane in a glovebox under Ar atmosphere. For the studies of
air-free samples, the NCs in hexane solution were transferred
into quartz cuvettes with airtight seals. For the air-exposure ex-
periments the NCs were transferred into quartz cuvettes without
caps and removed from the glovebox. Between the physical
measurements the cuvettes with NC solutions were typically
stored in a 5 L desiccator open to external atmosphere at room
temperature. Fresh anhydrous hexane was added to the NC so-
lution whenever �50% of the solvent had evaporated. For the
low-temperature experiment, the NC solution was stored in a
freezer at �35 °C.

Experimental Methods. Absorption spectra were collected using
a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 1050 UV/vis/NIR spectrophotometer in
the absorbance mode. The steady-state PL spectra for diluted NC
samples in hexane were recorded with a liquid N2 cooled InSb
detector using an excitation wavelength of 808 nm. The excita-
tion beam was mechanically chopped, and the signal was mea-
sured by a lock-in amplifier. The quantum efficiencies were cal-
culated with respect to IR26 (Exciton) in 1,2-dichloroethane, and
corrections were made to account for the grating and detector
efficiencies. The QY of IR26 was assumed to be 0.50%.34 Time-
resolved (nanosecond) PL measurements were performed using
a Hamamatsu H9170-75 NIR PMT detector with a time resolution
of �1 ns.

Picosecond PL measurements were performed using PL up-
conversion (uPL)61 in which the sample was excited by 1.54 or
3.08 eV, 3 ps pulses from a frequency-doubled amplified Ti:sap-
phire laser and the emission was frequency-mixed (gated) with
1.55 eV, 3 ps pulses in a �-barium borate (�-BBO) nonlinear-
optical crystal. The pulses from the laser were stretched to sev-
eral picsoseconds to minimize the background in the upconver-
sion signal arising from parametric down-conversion of intense
gate pulses in the upconversion crystal. The sum frequency
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signal was spectrally filtered with a monochromator and de-
tected using a cooled photomultiplier tube coupled to a pho-
ton counting system. The time resolution of the uPL measure-
ments was �4 ps. All PL measurements were performed at room
temperature. A more detailed description of the method is given
elsewhere.66

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were
performed using a Physical Electronics PHI 5600ci spectrometer
system with monochromatic Al K� (1486.6 eV) X-ray radiation.
The base pressure during the measurements was on the order
of 10�10 Torr. All XPS spectra were collected at 15 kV with X-ray
power of 350 W, at a resolution of 23.5 eV, and at 45° angle rela-
tive to the sample plane on which the NCs were deposited. All
spectra were charge-referenced to the carbon present as part of
the ligand or as adventitious carbon at 285.0 eV binding energy.

For the air-free experiments, the NCs were deposited in a
glovebox from solution by dropcasting onto a Si wafer, rinsed
several times with anhydrous methanol, and transferred in a
vacuum-tight sample holder into the XPS chamber. The air-
exposed samples were deposited onto the Si substrate under
ambient conditions, transferred to a glovebox where they were
rinsed several times with anhydrous methanol, and subsequently
transferred to a vacuum-tight sample holder and ultimately to
the XPS chamber.

Curve fitting of the XPS spectra was performed using the
PHI Multipak software package in order to identify and quantify
the various metal component chemical states present at the sur-
faces of the NCs. Binding energies of the various fit component
peaks were restricted to energies relevant for the chemical states
present, ratios between spin�orbit split peaks were correctly
maintained, peaks were 80% Gaussian and 20% Lorentzian, and
peak widths were determined by the intrinsic broadening and
analyzer resolution used, usually 1.2�1.4 eV fwhm.

The TEM measurements were performed using a JEOL-300
microscope with an accelerating voltage of 300 keV. The samples
for TEM studies were prepared by dispersing the diluted NC so-
lution on carbon-coated copper grids. For air-free experiments,
the NCs were deposited on the grid and transferred into an air-
tight sample container in a glovebox under Ar atmosphere. The
samples were then transferred in the airtight container to the
TEM chamber for analysis. During the transfer of the samples
from the container to the TEM chamber they were air exposed
for �5 s.
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